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1: Inside the battle of Tripoli | openDemocracy
After two years of minor confrontations, sustained action began in June , when a small U.S. expeditionary force attacked
Tripoli harbor in present-day Libya.

See Article History This contribution has not yet been formally edited by Britannica. Articles such as this one
were acquired and published with the primary aim of expanding the information on Britannica. Although these
articles may currently differ in style from others on the site, they allow us to provide wider coverage of topics
sought by our readers, through a diverse range of trusted voices. These articles have not yet undergone the
rigorous in-house editing or fact-checking and styling process to which most Britannica articles are
customarily subjected. Interested in participating in the Publishing Partner Program? Second Battle of Tripoli
Harbor, U. Pirates based in the ports of the Muslim north African coast were a serious threat to international
shipping in the Mediterranean in the early nineteenth century. In , the U. Navy followed up its blockade of the
harbor begun in , with a spectacular raid on a captured ship in February and an August attack on Tripoli, one
of the rogue states supporting these maritime terrorists. A brief naval battle between Tripolitan pirates and a
combined force of Swedish and American ships in May is often referred to as the "First Battle of Tripoli
Harbor. As a lieutenant, on the night of February 16, , Decatur led a raiding party into Tripoli harbor by night
to destroy a captured U. This bold action made him the youngest man to earn a promotion to captain in the
history of the Navy. The following August, he was an obvious choice to take part in a larger scale assault on
the hostile harbor on August 3. Preble gave him command of half of a force of six gunboats and two bomb
ketchesâ€”small shallow-draft vessels carrying large cannon and mortarsâ€”to enter the harbor and attack
Tripolitanian gunboats. The Tripoli shore batteries would be kept quiet by bombardment from the guns of the
frigate Constitution off shore. The operation did not go smoothly. Decatur boarded two enemy gunboats, his
boarding parties engaging in close-quarters fighting with pistols and sabers. By the end of the action, the
Americans had captured three gunboats and their crews. The following year, the landing of U. Marines to
threaten Tripoli led to a compromise deal that ended the fighting. Tripolitanian, at least 47 dead, 49 captured,
3 gunboats; U.
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2: Libya: the battle for Tripoli - Tuesday 23 August | World news | www.enganchecubano.com
The First Battle of Tripoli Harbor was a naval battle fought on May 16, in Tripoli Harbor between a combined force
consisting of the American frigate USS Boston and two Swedish Navy frigates against several Tripolitan Barbary
corsairs.

Waterhouse illustration courtesy of www. It took place during the First Barbary War , and involved secret
diplomacy, a harsh desert march, a near-mutiny, point-of-the-bayonet persuasion, and â€” ultimately â€” an
anticlimax of disappointment. Background As early as the midth century, Islamic pirates from a number of
North African seaports had made life tough for merchants of various European nations. Concentrating on the
waters of the western Mediterranean, these corsairs were known as the "Barbary Pirates. These captured
prisoners were sold into slavery more often than no. They also attempted to extort ransom for captured sailors
from the unlucky nations. Many of the European nations targeted by these seafaring robbers paid "tribute," aka
protection money, to shield their ships from pirate attacks. American merchantmen were protected under
British tribute until the Revolutionary War. At that time, American ships were protected by France under the
terms of the "Treaty of Alliance" from When America won its independence, American merchant shipping
was attacked like any other non-Islamic vessel. Between and , the U. Tripoli, Algiers, and Tunis. After sixteen
years of recommending against continued extortion payments, Jefferson now forcefully refused the demand.
Two months later, on May 10, , the Pasha declared war on the U. This marks the beginning of the First
Barbary War. As a result, nearly every major ship in the U. Navy was sent to the western Mediterranean to
combat the Barbary depredations. Although Congress never voted on a formal declaration of war, they did
authorize the President to instruct the commanders of armed American vessels to seize all vessels and goods of
the Pasha of Tripoli "and also to cause to be done all such other acts of precaution or hostility as the state of
war will justify. Probably the most famous is the burning of the USS "Philadelphia" after its capture by the
Barbary pirates of Tripoli. He was sent back to the region to make a political move that could benefit America.
In Hamet Karamanli was deposed as the ruler of Tripoli by his brother Yusuf. Two years later, he was sent
into exile, eventually reaching Alexandria in nearby Egypt. Hamet was contacted by Eaton and offered
American help to restore him to his former office, with the understanding that he would be more amenable to
American maritime policy. Karamanli enthusiastically accepted the offer. Navy lieutenant, began seeking
assistance to realize his plan. His mission was supervised by Commodore Samuel Barron, who had three
vessels under his command: Eaton signed a contract with Hamet, although it was unclear whether he had the
authority to do so. Eaton appointed himself as "General and Commander-in-Chief" of the land forces. Next,
Eaton began recruiting men to accomplish his mission. Commodore Barron gave him a detachment of 8 U.
Marines and 2 Navy midshipmen to get him started. Over the course of several months, he accumulated 40
Greeks, about Turks and Arab or Berber mercenaries some sources even claim these last were Mamelukes. On
March 8, Eaton, Karamanli and his small army began an overland march to reinstate the deposed pasha of
Tripoli. Their target was the port city of Derne, capital of the richest province of Tripoli. They were
accompanied by camels and some pack mules. Food and water began to run out quickly, at one point the men
were forced to slaughter a camel for food. Eaton barely managed to keep a tight rein on his multi-national
command. The Christian and Muslim mercenaries were constantly arguing, with some verbal confrontations
leading to fisticuff. Mutiny was a constant threat. On about April 16, the expedition reached the small port city
of Bomba, where the U. Navy had agreed to land ammunition, supplies, and money for the mercenaries.
Arriving at Bomba, no ships were seen. At this point, the mercenaries were prepared to depart, leaving Eaton
and Karamanli high and dry. The Marines, at the threat of bayonet point, convinced the recalcitrant hirelings
agreed to wait a day or two. On the next day, the American vessels appeared and landed the needed food,
ammunition, and cash to satisfy the mercenaries. A message was sent to the governor, request his capitulation.
The reply was short and sweet; "My head or yours. Eaton divided his force into two parts. With the remaining
Greeks, Turks, and Americans, Eaton would attack the harbor batteries. Around noon, the USS "Argus"
received a message from "General" Eaton, requesting that two artillery pieces assigned to the expedition be
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landed as soon as possible. However, the steep, rocky beach allowed the Navy to only land one cannon. An
hour later, Eaton launched his attack, with the Marines and Navy personnel in the lead. His garrison consisted
of some horsemen and an equal number of infantry. Grabbing a musket, Eaton then led the Marine contingent
in an assault of the fortress walls. For his trouble, Eaton was wounded by a musket ball in his left wrist.
Finally, after about an hour of fighting, Lt. The Tripolitans left in such haste that they left their cannon loaded
and did not spike them to render them useless to the enemy. Caught in a vice, the defenders promptly
surrendered. After about two hours of savage fighting, the battle of Derne was over. Aftermath Amazingly,
casualties for the battle were light â€” at least for "Gen. Among the Greek and Turkish mercenaries, they
suffered 9 killed or wounded. Tripolitan losses were estimated at killed and wounded. Two weeks later, the
pasha of Tripoli sent a relief force, and attempted to retake Derne from Eaton and Karamanli. This attempt to
recapture Derne was unsuccessful. In mid-June, as he was leading his min-army across the desert to capture
Tripoli, Eaton received word that Yusuf had made a treaty with special envoy Tobias Lear. In addition, Hamet
Karamanli was required to return to Alexandria, abandoning Derne which he had fought so hard to capture.
Eaton was furious at this act. Mameluke sword, as worn by U. Marine officers Footnote 3: Except for a short
period between and , every U. The raising of the American flag over Derne marked the first time that the Stars
and Stripes flew over a captured foreign installation. It was also the inspiration for the lyrics of the Marine
Corps Hymn, "â€¦to the shores of Tripoliâ€¦" Footnote 5: Oliver Hazard Perry [] by Edward L. Mooney Posted
in top stories 1 comment.
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3: The Battle of Tripoli () - IMDb
The Battle of Tripoli Documentary | TV Special 19 September A Naval attack in Tripoli, American forces, combined with
Swedish Naval forces, but mainly focuses on American Naval forces attacking Tripoli.

Dominic June 27, The Battle of Derna, In , Thomas Jefferson sent a squadron of Navy ships to the
Mediterranean to protect American interests and Pasha Yousef declared war on 10th May by cutting down the
flagstaff in front of the U. Eaton went along with the Mediterranean squadron in and landed in Egypt to find
Hamet. After finding Hamet, they enlisted a mercenary army of about Arabs and Greeks, and were joined by
Lt. This rag-tag army finally made it to Derna on 25th April after a 52 day march. On the 27th they assaulted
the town and took it. It marked the first time the American flag was raised in victory in the Old World. The
story has been told and retold many times by historians in the two centuries since the battle, but all of them are
based on two letters that report on the battle, both by American eyewitnesses and participants. The other is by
William Eaton, also written to Capt. Barron, on the 29th. I always prefer to go to the primary sources rather
than read about and event through an intermediary like an historian, so I thought I would let them tell the story
of the Battle of Derna! It is important to note that there are no Ottoman sources for this battle. To Captain
Samuel Barron, U. Clock in the morning of the 27th being about 10 Miles to the Eastward of the Town of
Derne, with the Hornet in Company, we discovered the Nautilus at Anchor very close to the shore, which led
us to suppose that Capt. Dent had fallen in with Mr. Eatons Army, as he had been sent in shore for that
purpose the day before. Dent that he had, had communication with Mr. Eaton the night before, and that he
wished to have the field Pieces landed as soon as possible, and that Mr. Eaton intended to make an attack upon
Derne as soon as he could get possession of them, being then about two and a half miles from the Town, and
the Enemy having sent him a chalenge, hoisted out our Boat to send the field Pieces on shore with such
supplies as Mr. Eaton was in want of, but on approaching the shore we found that it was impossible to land the
Guns without hauling them up an almost perpendicular rock Twenty feet above the Boat. But with the
perseverence of the Officer and men sent on this service, they effected the landing one of them, by hauling
them u the steep Rock. Eaton finding that we should loose time in landing the other, sent it off again informing
me that he should march for the Town as soon as he could possibly mount the field Piece that he had on shore,
gave Lieutenant Evans Orders to stand close in shore, and cover the Army while they were preparing to
march, in case the Enemy should come out against them, as they had already made their appearance in large
numbers outside of the Town, gave Orders for the necessary preparations to be made for the attack by Sea
upon the Town and Batteries, and stood down very close to the Town. Eaton began the attack by Land, at
same time the Hornet Lieut. The Argus Anchored without, and a little to the Eastward of the Nautilus, and
began firing on the Town and Battery â€” The fort kept up a heavy fire for about an hour, after which the shot
flying so thick about them, they abandoned it, and run into the Town and Gardens back â€” The Guns of the
Vessels were turned on the Beach, and kept a heavy fire upon the Enemy to clear the way for the few brave
Christians Mr. Eaton had with him, to enter the fort as they were gaining ground very fast though a heavy fire
of Musquetry was constantly kept upon them from behind the Houses and old Walls near the shore. At about
half past 3 we had the satisfaction to see Lieut. Mann Midshipman of the Argus, with a few brave fellows with
them, enter the fort, haul down the Eenemys flag, and plant the American Ensign on the Walls of the Battery,
and on turning the Guns of the Battery upon the Town, they found that the Enemy had left them in great haste,
as they were found primed and loaded at their hand. Eaton gave the necessary Orders at the Fort, and went into
the Town to see every thing quiet, and to make arrangements for the Towns being well guarded during the
night.
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4: To the shores of Tripoli - HISTORY
The Battle of Tripoli was a month long series of clashes in Tripoli, the capital of Libya and the centre of the Government
of National Accord, during the Libyan Civil War. people were confirmed killed by the time the ceasefire was signed.

Edit The combined assault on Tripoli was reportedly organized by rebels when it became clear that there
would be no successful spontaneous uprising in the capital. They planned for a major offensive on Tripoli that
would take place on the following day. The centre of the uprising was said to be Ben Nabi Mosque in the city
centre, when young men gathered there; prayers were cancelled and women sent home, while the men began
shouting anti-Gaddafi slogans, using the loudspeakers to broadcast their chants across the city. Loyalist forces
arrived and attempted to assault the mosque, but were driven back by armed residents, taking refuge in the
state TV centre nearby. During the night, rebels reportedly captured the Tripoli International Airport , as well
as a weapons depot inside the capital. Fighting was still ongoing in the Ben Ashhour, Fashloom, and Zawiyat
al-Dahmani neighbourhoods in Tripoli; the rebels also controlled large portions of the Fashloom, Zawiyat
al-Dahmani, and Mansura districts. They took Hay al Andalus area shortly after and immediately advanced
into the Gergraish area of Central Tripoli. Tripoli time, rebels stated that 90 percent of Tripoli had been
captured, including Green Square in central Tripoli. A rebel commander said that the loyalists still controlled
15 to 20 percent of the city. Initially one, then multiple tanks left the Gaddafi residence, and began shelling
areas of Tripoli. Rebel forces in Tajura said they were negotiating with loyalist forces, holed up in the local
hospital, to surrender. Saif was seen amongst Gaddafi supporters handing out weapons to them outside the
Bab al-Azizia compound and being organised in "street brigades" to fight the rebels. She said that heavy
clashes were taking place in Mansura, and that rebels had advanced within metres 1, feet from Bab al-Azizia.
The Guardian described the attack as preceded by heavy bombardment of mortars, rockets, and small arms
fire. Later in the afternoon, rebels assaulted and took a gate of Bab al-Azizia. Loyalist forces attempted to
defend the compound for some time, but their resistance later ended, with rebels pouring into the compound
and firing into the air in celebration. Meanwhile, fighting at Bab al-Azizia restarted as loyalist forces
bombarded their former stronghold with mortars and gunfire. International journalists pulled back from the
base and one Al Jazeera journalist was wounded. Reporters from inside the hotel reported that Gaddafi
loyalists prevented them from leaving the compound, effectively taking them hostage amid gunfire from
snipers and dwindling food supplies [] [] [] Fighting was also continuing in the Abu Salim district, which the
rebels claimed to have captured the previous day, [] and later it was reported that loyalists were still in control
of the area, as well as the al-Hadhba district. Despite the airport being secure, clashes were still ongoing on the
road near the airport. Lawlessness was avoided and celebration continued in Green Square. This appeared to
contradict earlier rebel claims of his capture.
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5: Second Battle of Tripoli Harbor | Summary | www.enganchecubano.com
The Libyan legend was written by civilian Libyans with high expectations of a future free Libya, who have risen up from
every corner and carried arms to end one of the world's totalitarian regimes.

On the night of August 21, a sudden rebellion erupted in Tripoli. These Tripoli inhabitants surprised the world
with their well-timed, coordinated, armed resistance in the stronghold of the regime. They did not await
support from the rebels approaching Tripoli from three destinations, who were only km away from the capital.
It was only after this that the rebels from outside Tripoli stormed the capital by land and sea. Six months after
the uprising erupted, it seems as if the struggle to overthrow the regime is finally drawing to an end. So why
did the Tripoli protesters decide to go ahead alone rather than wait for back-up from the forces of the
transitional government in Benghazi who were only a few miles away from Tripoli? Up until now, Tripoli has
been rather quiet: Tripoli protesters were in fact sending a symbolic message to the effect that they can
overthrow the regime without the help of rebels from outside of Tripoli. They were not to have it all their way
however. Nato too promptly tried to jump into the picture by bombing unimportant targets in Tripoli to
reassure a world public that Nato was right in there. Protesters in Tripoli however have proved that they are
not less patriotic than their fellow Libyans who stood up to be counted and sacrificed their lives in Benghazi,
El Zawiya, and Misrata. Now, eyes are turned to Tripoli to witness the last chapter of the longest serving
regime in the region. Perfect timing Their liberation operation had perfect timing. The Muslim world is closely
watching news coming from Tripoli. Friday, in terms of Ramadan, corresponds to the day in which the
prophet Mohamed conquered Makka. No one could have imagined that Tripoli inhabitants would rise up at a
time when Muslims are busy eating Eftar after a long hot day of fasting. Protesters went into the streets,
gathered at the mosques, and marched toward specific strategic locations in the capital. A number of the
Gaddafi forces immediately surrendered to the rebels, giving up their arms. Protesters attacked the political
prison, liberating their fellow citizens who were held there. Some police stations were attacked. Libyan
activists marched on toward Bab Al Azizia, the stronghold of the regime. As expected, the Gaddafi forces
overcame their initial surprise and retaliated using rockets, and sending their snipers out over the roofs of
buildings. However, many forces fled their positions returning back to their families, while others surrendered.
The transitional government in Benghazi granted an amnesty to all the Gaddafi forces that will give up and put
down their arms - an excellent tactic for lessening the bloodshed. Coordinated protest This was not a
spontaneous demonstration, but a planned uprising spreading through all the neighbourhoods of Tripoli.
Protesters were organized and acted according to plan. Arms were secretly acquired ahead of time, and were in
the hands of the rebels at the right time. This is thanks to a command centre managing the battle of Tripoli
with ongoing communication between the rebellious neighbourhoods of Tripoli and the Transitional National
Council TNC in Benghazi. Protestors were operating under a united leadership made up of secret sleeping
cells. It is widely understood that those secret cells have provided valuable information about pro-Gaddafi
military targets inside Tripoli for the past six months. An integral part of the plan is to control strategic key
areas inside the capital and to arrest the remaining high ranking officials close to Gaddafi. Everybody knows
that the game is up. High ranking officials have fled across the Tunisian borders. No one knows whether
Gaddafi is still inside Tripoli or has already left. Wherever he is, however, Gaddafi seems to be the last one to
grasp the new realities on the ground. His closest supporters have abandoned him to meet his destiny alone.
Huge challenges The quick fall of Tripoli in the hands of the rebels has surprised international players who
were pessimistic about the situation in Libya. Gloomy scenarios of political division and internal conflict were
also widely assumed. Nonetheless, Tripoli protesters have proved the opposite. Now, international players will
compete to win Libya reconstruction contracts. The burden on the TNC is very heavy: Libya has no organized
army, political parties or opposition. Restoring order and collecting arms from the streets is an immediate
challenge. Having armed militias in a tribal country is potentially alarming. But, there are promising signs that
Tripoli will not turn into a new Baghdad. The capital has not so far witnessed looting or organized crime in the
capital. About the author Essam Badran is a political analyst specialized in Middle East with a close interest in
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Arab revolutions. He holds a Masters degree LL. M in international and comparative law, bachelor degree B.
B from Ain Shams University.
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6: Battle of Tripoli () - Wikipedia
Battle of Tripoli Harbor, 3 August Selected Naval Documents On August 3rd, , Commodore Edward Preble s
Mediterranean Squadron launched the first of a series of bombardments on the harbor of Tripoli.

Background[ edit ] Opposition in Tripoli[ edit ] Tripoli was the scene of major clashes and a failed uprising in
February Loyalists shut down the internet thus cutting access to social networks structuring the opposition,
while the extensive design of Tripoli did not allow protests to reach critical mass. Residents stated that a
nighttime guerrilla war was taking place in the streets of Tripoli, as armed rebels reportedly started to control
many of the smaller streets in rebel-sympathizing districts. Meanwhile, a second rebel offensive took the city
of Gharyan , the gateway of the Nafusa Mountains, blocking the road between Tripoli and the loyalist city of
Sabha in far southern Libya. Further rebel successes threatened to isolate the loyalist stronghold of Sirte , and
took the city of Zliten east of Tripoli. The combined result of these offensives isolated loyalist forces in
Tripoli, with rebel forces less than 30 kilometres 20 miles away. The rebel leadership stated that they selected
the date of the assault to be the twentieth day of the Muslim holy month of Ramadan , marking the anniversary
of the ancient conquest of Mecca. They planned for a major offensive on Tripoli that would take place on the
following day. The centre of the uprising was said to be Ben Nabi Mosque in the city centre, when young men
gathered there; prayers were cancelled and women sent home, while the men began shouting anti-Gaddafi
slogans, using the loudspeakers to broadcast their chants across the city. Loyalist forces arrived and attempted
to assault the mosque, but were driven back by armed residents, taking refuge in the state TV centre nearby.
During the night, rebels reportedly captured the Tripoli International Airport , as well as a weapons depot
inside the capital. Fighting was still ongoing in the Ben Ashhour, Fashloom, and Zawiyat al-Dahmani
neighbourhoods in Tripoli; the rebels also controlled large portions of the Fashloom, Zawiyat al-Dahmani, and
Mansura districts. They took Hay al Andalus area shortly after and immediately advanced into the Gergraish
area of Central Tripoli. Tripoli time, rebels stated that 90 percent of Tripoli had been captured, including
Green Square in central Tripoli. A rebel commander said that the loyalists still controlled 15 to 20 percent of
the city. Initially one, then multiple tanks left the Gaddafi residence, and began shelling areas of Tripoli. Rebel
forces in Tajura said they were negotiating with loyalist forces, holed up in the local hospital, to surrender.
Saif was seen amongst Gaddafi supporters handing out weapons to them outside the Bab al-Azizia compound
and being organised in "street brigades" to fight the rebels. She said that heavy clashes were taking place in
Mansura, and that rebels had advanced within metres 1, feet from Bab al-Azizia. The Guardian described the
attack as preceded by heavy bombardment of mortars, rockets, and small arms fire. Later in the afternoon,
rebels assaulted and took a gate of Bab al-Azizia. Loyalist forces attempted to defend the compound for some
time, but their resistance later ended, with rebels pouring into the compound and firing into the air in
celebration. Meanwhile, fighting at Bab al-Azizia restarted as loyalist forces bombarded their former
stronghold with mortars and gunfire. International journalists pulled back from the base and one Al Jazeera
journalist was wounded. Reporters from inside the hotel reported that Gaddafi loyalists prevented them from
leaving the compound, effectively taking them hostage amid gunfire from snipers and dwindling food supplies
[] [] [] Fighting was also continuing in the Abu Salim district, which the rebels claimed to have captured the
previous day, [] and later it was reported that loyalists were still in control of the area, as well as the al-Hadhba
district. Despite the airport being secure, clashes were still ongoing on the road near the airport. Lawlessness
was avoided and celebration continued in Green Square. This appeared to contradict earlier rebel claims of his
capture. At Khilit al-Ferjan and Qasr bin Ghashir , two loyalist camps in the Tripoli area, loyalists killed
"numerous detainees", according to eyewitnesses. Grenades and gunfire were used on a large group of
prisoners after about escaped from a metal hangar. Ayesha later continued to the Algerian border along with
her mother and two brothers. Khamis was reported, by the rebels, to had been killed in a NATO air-strike on
29 August, while traveling to Bani Walid, but there was no independent confirmation of this and NATO stated
they had no information on his fate. They also claimed that the loyalist-held area in greater Tripoli had been
reduced to just one compound. The data contained invaluable information on the state of the regime, as well as
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the numbers of people working in various facilities and the military capabilities of loyalist forces based in
Tripoli. The plan was reportedly two months in the making. Memory cards containing information on loyalist
command and control centres and other regime military and intelligence facilities were supplied to NATO by
rebel cells in Tripoli. The NTC assigned 2, armed men to go into Tripoli and 6, unarmed to go out onto the
streets in the uprising that was to occur the day before the assault on the city from the western outskirts.
Communications equipment was supplied to rebel cells within Tripoli by British and Qatari authorities to
allow them to communicate with the NTC as well as rebel forces in other areas. The trigger for the uprising,
the so-called "Zero Hour", was the speech by NTC chairman Mustafa Abdul Jalil in which he said that the
noose is tightening around Gaddafi. Attacks on command and control centres by rebel cells in the city
followed, and citizens sympathetic to the rebels barricaded streets and sealed off their neighbourhoods from
loyalist forces. Arms that had been smuggled into the city were distributed by anti-Gaddafi activists in refuse
collection trucks the morning before the uprising. Rebels from Misrata landed by sea in the north to support
the rebellion already taking place in the city. Rebels hacked into Gaddafi loyalists communications, hearing
them panicking due to the swift rebel advance into the city.
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7: First Battle of Tripoli Harbor | Revolvy
History Channel documentary on the Battle of Tripoli and the Barbary Wars.

Hats off to the BBC for this interactive map with video clips of the battle for Tripoli. It gives a good sense of
the geography of the capital. Nato ambassadors are to meet in Brussels at Nato headquarters to discuss the way
forward in Libya and look at "options for a possible Nato role" once the conflict is over, Oona Lungescu, a
spokeswoman for the alliance has announced at a press conference in the Belgian capital. Any ongoing Nato
role would be governed by three principles, she said: The UN mandate remained valid. In Tripoli, he said,
"tension is far from over â€¦ The sitaution is very dynamic and complex â€¦ Outside Tripoli there is fighting in
Sirte and Zawiya. Nato destroyed two rocket launchers firing at Brega, he said. He said he could not estimate
the number of pro-Gaddafi soldiers fighting in Tripoli but added: A lot of senior leaders have defected or been
captured â€¦ The Gaddafi regime is going down. Lavoire said Nato would not be providing close air support
for the rebels in Tripoli. We are talking here about urban fighting. It might not be on the frontline; it might be
on the outskirts. He said "we have quite a good understanding of the movement of troops on both sides" but
Nato was not coordinating in detail with the anti-Gaddafi forces. Asked where Gaddafi was, he said: If you
know, let me know. The resolution of this situation will be political. Everyone recognises that Gaddafi will not
be part of that solution. Ground troops were "not considered at all - our mandate is very very strict". Would
they kill Gaddafi if they spotted him from the air fleeing? Gaddafi is not a target [for] Nato. It shows that the
remnants of the regime are on the run. The situation in Tripoli is still very serious and very dangerous. In an
urban area snipers, shelling, missile launches could do some serious damage. It could not change the course of
history or change the course of this campaign but it could be quite harmful for the population. Before we
started recording Luke said he was lying on his balcony to take cover from stray bullets as we spoke. We tried
to get out of the hotel about an hour ago but we were flipped back at a rebel check point. The rebel forces fired
in the air and told us to clear off. The [mortar] fire is coming from the rebel positions and it is raining down on
Bab al-Aziziya. It is not clear to me whether this is a battle or whether they are just pulverising it. It is a
Stalingrad-style bombardment at the moment. The mood is extremely tense, but the rebels seem to be largely
in control. If [Muammar] Gaddafi is in his bunker then it looks to me like a Berlin moment. But his
whereabouts are a completely mystery. At that point he had to cut the call short. It called for a new inquiry
into human rights abuses after a fact-finding mission found evidence of a shoot-to-kill policy. The resolution
passed by 33 votes to four, with nine abstentions. China and Russia both voted against, arguing the resolution
was politicised and unbalanced. The resolution strongly condemns the continued grave and systematic human
rights violations by the Syrian authorities; welcomes the report of the fact-finding mission of the Office of the
High Commissioner for Human Rights and expresses profound concern about its findings, including that
patterns of human rights violations existed that may amount to crimes against humanity. The resolution calls
upon the Syrian authorities to immediately put an end to all human rights violations, to protect their population
and fully comply with their obligations and calls for an immediate end to all violence in Syria. It also decides
to urgently dispatch an independent international commission of inquiry to investigate all alleged violations of
international human rights law since March The resolution calls for a Syrian led political process and for an
inclusive, credible and genuine national dialogue conducted in an environment without fear and intimidation
and with the aim of addressing the legitimate aspirations and concerns of the Syrian population. But a
spokesman stopped short of an outright denial. After being caught by surprise by the speed of the rebel
advance on Tripoli, Nato chiefs have ordered what defence officials on Tuesday called a "tactical pause" in the
bombing campaign. But the pause will not last long and the bombing of what strategic targets are left in
Tripoli will resume possibly as early as Tuesday night, alliance officials said. The Guardian has learned that a
number of serving British special forces soldiers, as well as ex-SAS troopers, are now advising rebel forces,
though their presence is officially denied. Two thousand rebel reinforcements arrived in Tripoli on Monday
night, after breaking through government lines near Zlitan, according to Guma al-Gamaty, the London
representative of the rebel National Transitional Council. More rebel fighters arrived by boat, and a separate
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convoy of rebel jeeps and artillery was heading west from Misrata, according to rebels in the eastern city
which had been besieged by government forces for five months. The sudden advance on the Libyan capital
suggests that co-ordination between the rebels and Nato planners is not as effective as has been widely
assumed. He also confirms seeing Nato planes flying overhead but said he did not see Nato airstrikes against
the compound. Bays said the rebels may control more of Tripoli than Gaddafi forces, but but "the reality is
that there really is no control. My colleague Lizzy Davies has been investigating the surprise reappearance of
Saif Gaddafi last night. A captive could have been wrongly identified as Saif, Lizzy suggests, or he may have
managed to escape, as his brother Mohammed reportedly did. Waheed Burshan of the National Transitional
Council points out the "inexperienced youth" of some his fellow rebels. One rebel, Muftah Ahmad Uthman,
told Reuters: You know the capital was captured really quickly. Many of the men in uniform are volunteers,
and some of them make mistakes. Larbi Sadiki of the University of Essex agreed it could have been a clumsy
attempt at psychological warfare which was now in danger of seriously backfiring. Gadd afi has no thugs
controlling Fashloum area it is Abusalim area in addition to Hadba and airport rd areas 3. Russian official says
spoke to Gaddafi by phone, quotes him as saying he is in Tripoli and will fight to the end. Chris Stephen in
Misrata reports Libyan rebel units from the city racing by land and sea to the aid of opposition forces in
Tripoli. Last night boats landed rebel fighters and 40 vehicles loaded with ammunition for opposition forces
who are struggling to contain pro-Gaddafi units in the Libyan capital. Meanwhile a convoy of rebel jeeps and
artillery is driving up the coastal highway from Misrata to Tripoli. Rebels say the road is clear but under shell
fire from government forces south of the road, and a separate operation is underway by opposition forces to
push the frontline south. South east of Misrata meanwhile rebels are braced for an attack by government
troops from bases along more than miles of coastline stretching to the oil town of Brega. Members of the
foreign media corps trapped in the Rixos hotel in Tripoli have reported heavy battles in the area today, reports
Harriet Sherwood. At one point the three dozen or so correspondents were forced to take shelter in the
basement as snipers fired at the hotel and artillery fire could be heard nearby. They have also been without
power intermittently over the past 24 hours. Matthew Chance of CNN reported on Twitter that the door to his
room had been "kicked in" and his belongings rifled through, although nothing was stolen. Could become cat
and mouse. Eighteen people have been killed in the past 24 hours in Syria, according to activists, al-Jazeera
reports. Muammar Gaddafi is alive and well and has no plans to leave Tripoli, according to the Russian chess
federation chief Kirsan Ilyumzhinov who says he spoke to the Libyan leader by phone today. He gave the
phone to his father, who said that he is in Tripoli, he is alive and healthy and is prepared to fight to the end.
Reuters zhinov played a publicity stunt chess match against Gaddafi in June see picture left. He is not
necessarily the most reliable source. The New York Times says the former goat herder turned politician is an "
no slouch himself when it comes to eccentricity ". Mr Ilyumzhinov, who since has been head of the chess
organization, known as FIDE, has a reputation at home, beyond his activity as a world-travelling promoter of
chess, as a believer in cosmic aliens, and as a disciple of the view that chess is "a gift from extraterrestrial
civilisations. Amnesty International has put out a statement warning that the fighting in Tripoli is now
"seriously endangering civilian lives" and has the potential to create a humanitarian crisis. Hopes yesterday
that the rebels would meet little resistance and the fighting in the capital would be brief seem to have been
dashed today. Malco Tripoli at war today. Al-Jazeera lm Smart of Amnesty said: A boat charted by the
International Organisation for Migrants to rescue people stranded in Tripoli was not able to dock today
because of the security situation. Here are the latest updates from Reuters: Pro-Gaddafi forces initially tried to
defend the compound but their resistance later ended, the reporters said. A former Croatian president says
Muammar Gaddafi claimed last week he was ready to step down and allow democratic reforms in Libya if
Nato stopped its air strikes, the Associated Press news agency reports. Stipe Mesic said in a statement today
that the Libyan leader sent him "a personal message" last week saying he was ready to retreat "completely"
from political and public life if the military alliance ended the attacks. Mesic says Gaddafi pledged in the
message he would introduce a multiparty system in Libya if Nato airstrikes ceased. Mesic had close links with
Gaddafi in the past. But is Gaddafi in there? He never expected the speed by which fighters have taken over
Tripoli or the collapse of his forces. It was too quick. He was not prepared to leave Tripoli. Jack Shenker has
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an important update on the latest tensions simmering between Egypt and Israel, where the shooting of six
Egyptian soldiers by the Israeli military last week has led to a growing war of words - read it here. An
Associated Press reporter saw the rebels enter the gates of the Bab al-Aziziya after hours of fierce gun battles.
There are reports they control one of the gates and have been firing into the air in celebration, an indication
perhaps of their confidence. They appear to be meeting little or no resistance there. However, the compound
covers a large area. Fighting continues in various areas of the city. Russian chess federation chief Kirsan
Ilyumzhinov said he spoke to the Libyan leader today by phone and he said he was still in Libya, and
apparently in the company of his son Mohammad, who reportedly escaped from house arrest by the rebels
yesterday see 3. A Nato spokesman said he had no idea where he was and played down his importance see 1.
8: Battle of Tripoli Harbor, 3 August Selected Naval Documents
The Battle of Derna cost Eaton a total of fourteen dead and several wounded. Of his force of Marines, two were killed
and two wounded. O'Bannon and his Marines' role has been commemorated by the line "to the shores of Tripoli" in the
Marine Corps Hymn as well as the adoption of the Mamaluke sword by the Corps.

9: Marine Corps History | Battles & Timeline | Marines
Tripolitan War: Tripolitan War, (), conflict between the United States and Tripoli (now in Libya), incited by American
refusal to continue payment of tribute to the piratical rulers of the North African Barbary States of Algiers, Tunis,
Morocco, and Tripoli; this practice had been customary among European.
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